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For decades, Taiwan's tourism industry enjoyed the great
number of Japanese visitors until a few years ago, when the
growth rate slowed and even declined. This decline was caused
by several factors such as rising price, high appreciation of the
New Taiwan dollar, inconvenient visa application procedures,
limited airline seats, rising public disorder, and strong competition
from neighboring countries.
With much money to spend the Japanese tourists were the
most welcome group to the world tourism industry. The senior
(50 years and older) members among them, in increasing quantity
and good financial ability, have become even more desirable
among the world's tourists.
Information for this study was collected through library
research, data collecting from Taiwan's Tourism Bureau and
personal interviews with amanager of Japanese Airline and one
of Taiwan's travel agents.
An evaluation of Sino-Japanese relationship was done to
identifymajor reasons for Taiwan to be one of the most popular
destinations for the senior Japanese international tourists. Most of
the senior Japanese tourists visit Taiwan for pleasure because
they admire Chinese culture, Chinese cuisine, beautiful scenery,
and it's good weather. Their expenditures are the highest among
all the international tourist arrivals in Taiwan. Through making
efforts (such as cooperation with Japan's banks in offering senior




Senior Japanese Market Promotion
Project,"
and
planning and development of new scenic attractions) on
maintaining this high-profit tourist group, Taiwan can keep up
the revenue from tourism, even with very limited potential in
total international tourist growth.
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For centuries Taiwan has been known in theWest as
Formosa. This name was given to the island by sixteenth century
Portuguese sailors, who on sighting land from a galleon, exclaimed
rapturously, 'Ilha Formosa! Ilha
Formosa!'
(Beautiful Island!
Beautiful Island!) While there are some other islands like
Formosa, there is only one Taiwan, the Republic of China. It also
includes Orchid Island (home of the Yami aborigines) which is
situated off its southern tip, and the Pescadores (fishermen's isles)
which are an archipelago in the Taiwan Strait.
Taiwan lies approximately 100 miles from the Chinese
Mainland across the Taiwan Strait. Across the East China Sea to
the North is Japan, and across the South China Sea to the South are
the Philippines. Waves of the Pacific Ocean gently lap the east
coast of the island (Figure 1). With an area of 36,000 square
kilometer and a population of approximately 19.5 million, Taiwan
is shaped roughly like a tobacco leaf. Hills and mountains cover
two-thirds of the island, with sixty-two peaks over 3,000 meters.
The highest peak, Yushan ("Jade Mountain"), rises to a height of
3,950 m and it is also the loftiest peak in Northeast Asia.
Taiwan became a province of China in 1885. Unfortunately,
the ruling Ch'ing(Manchu) dynasty lost the 1894-1895 war to
Japan, and Taiwan and the Pescadores were ceded to Japan. Japan
FIGURE 1. Geographical relationship between Taiwan
and Japan.
GREEN ISLAND
Source: Mancall, Mark. (1964). Formosa Today.
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc. New York.
administered this island for 50 years until its defeat inWorldWar
II in 1945; then Taiwan and the Pescadores were returned to the
Republic of China. After the communist took over of the mainland
China in 1949, Taiwan became the seat of government of the
Republic of China. Taiwan, a successful model ofmodern China,
has developed into a charming microcosm of the mainland, and
heir to the rich cultural heritage of five thousand continuous years
of Chinese civilization. From 1894 to 1945, there were 530,000
Japanese people who lived in Taiwan, and the only official
language on the island was Japanese. Today, forty-seven years
after Japanese rule ended, The Taiwanese who had learned the
Japanese language are now over 50 years old. Being a
neighboring country to Taiwan, Japan has long been providing the
majority of overseas visitors to Taiwan. Visitors to Taiwan
increased from 14,974 in 1956, when tourism in Taiwan first
started, to 1,934,084 in 1990.
For the senior Japanese, Taiwan's warm weather, beautiful
scenery, delicious Chinese Cuisine, closeness to Japan, and minor
difficulty in language and written character communication, make
Taiwan amajor destination of Japanese tourists. Many Japanese
people see traveling to Taiwan as domestic travel. It is the
quantity of senior Japanese tourists with their money that
interests Taiwan's tourism industry.
Statement of The Problem
Taiwan is experiencing a decline in international
tourists'
market. Because of the growing economic strength Taiwan has
become a high-cost destination, with limited international air
routes and airline capacity, and strong competitive pressure from
neighboring countries. The problem facing Taiwan's tourism
industry is, can it be expected to grow in numbers of Japanese and
other international visitors? Since the senior Japanese population
is growing and they have had the highest daily traveling
expenditures among all the visitor arrivals to Taiwan, will
maintaining this market segment require special attention by
Taiwan's tourism industry?
Statement of The Purpose
The purpose of this case study is to analyze the possible
reasons that made Taiwan one of the most popular destinations of
the Japanese travelers, and to evaluate the potential of the senior
Japanese tourists market to Taiwan.
Scope and Limitations
This case study was limited to Japanese tourist arrivals in
Taiwan. Other international visitors were mentioned only to
complement this group. In order to explain the historical
relationships between Taiwan and Japan, the history time period
covers from 206 B.C. to the present. Data on international visitors
is from 1981 to 1990. Data used in studying Japanese
tourists'




Historical Relationship between Taiwan and Japan
First Touch
Back in ancient Chinese Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), the
Japanese were one of a number of lesser breeds of people existing
beyond the borders of their great Central Kingdom. Accordingly,
Chinese history relegated accounts of Japan to chapters that dealt
with barbarian affairs. Japan was called the land ofWa and it was







History recorded that the people of
Wa periodically sent tribute-bearing missions to China during the
first and second centuries A.D. (Varley, 1977).
Races
Besides the fact that Japan contains more Taiwan emigres
than any other country (Mendel, 1970), the Japanese today is a
mixed race and is the result of the fusion of several migrations,
one ofwhich is Chinese. The time of the founding of the Japanese
state was probably several years later than the legendary 660 B.C.
Its center was at Yamato (Latourette, 1957). The question to ask
is: was the founder of the Yamato dynasty one of the local leaders
on the Japanese Islands or conqueror from abroad? Against the
broad perspective of Oriental history, a theory postulates that the
Yamato dynasty was founded by one of the horse-riding Tungus
tribes that, during the age of disunion and turmoil on the Chinese
continent after the collapse of the great Han empire, swept over
the Korean peninsula from the Northeast and established the so-
called "Three
Kingdoms"
ofKorea. Around the turn of the fifth
century, a well-equipped military group of these horse-riders
crossed the Tsushima strait, invaded Kyushu, conquered the local
sheikdoms of theWa people mentioned in Chinese chronicles, and
finally founded a centralized state ofYamato in western Japan
(Beardsley & Smith, 1962).
Races of Taiwanese population are much less complicated.
Approximately 98.5% of Taiwanese people are Chinese. The
remaining number consists of aborigines whose ancestors
occupied the island centuries before the beginnings of Chinese
migration (Chaffee, 1969) in the sixteenth century (Mancall,
1964).
Relieions
Through China, Buddhism was transmitted via Korea to
Japan (Chaffee, 1969). Nearly all Japanese are at least nominally
Buddhists (Palmore, 1975). The period of disunion in China
produced conditions favorable to the spread of Buddhism, which
had been introduced from India during the first century A.D., and
it was largely as a Buddhist country that China entered its grand
age of the T'ang dynasty (A.D. 618-907). Buddhism had not only
secured great number of religious converts in China, but it had
come to be regarded as virtually essential to the institutional
centralization of the country. Its themes also dominated over the
world of the visual arts. Japanese intellectuals of the early reform
period studied not only Buddhism, but also the teaching of Chinese
Confucianism. Like Buddhism, Confucianismwas about a
millennium old when it entered Japan and it had expanded
greatly beyond the simple humanism of Confucius (551-479 B.C.)
and his followers (Varley, 1973).
Indeed Buddhism and Chinese civilization exerted as
powerfully an influence on Japanese culture as Christianity and
the Graeco-Roman legacy did onWestern civilizations. Just as the
basis of Germanic cultures had been built up before the
introduction of Christianity and the civilization of the Roman
Empire, so the core of Japanese culture that carries over even into
the twentieth century was already in existence when Buddhist
surras and the philosophy of Confucius together with Chinese
characters were introduced to the Yamato dynasty.
The religion of most of the Taiwanese, especially that half of
the population that continues to reside in rural areas, is in essence
a fusion of Confucianism and animism permeatedwith Taoist
elements that are often placed in a Buddhist framework. Most
people observing Confucian norms of conduct and following
Confucian rites in their ancestor worship are unaware that it has
anything to do with Confucianism.
In Taiwan, Buddhism probably has the greatest influence
beyond its own membership among all organized religions. Only
200,000 persons in Taiwan are members of specific Buddhist
sects, but Buddhist sources assert that more than ten times that
number adheres to Buddhist doctrines.
Language
Chinese came to bear much the same relationship to
Japanese as Latin does to English (Latourette, 1957). In historical
times, Chinese contacts began after the fifth century and
intensified after the seventh century, bringing a large quota of
vocabulary borrowings from Chinese (Beardsley & Smith, 1962).
The Japanese in the ninth century involved a syllabication of
approximately fifty symbols (derived from Chinese characters)
called Kana. Although they could thence forth theoreticallywrite
their language exclusively in kana, they had by this time also
imported a great number of Chinese words into their vocabulary,
words that were most appropriately written with Chinese
characters (even though they were pronounced differently in
Japanese).
Ultimately, the Japanese came to write a mix of Chinese
characters and Kana. In the modern language, the characters are
used mainly for nouns, adjectives, and verbal stems, and Kana
symbols are employed as grammatical markers and for the
writing of adverbs and foreign names. There is little question that
Japanese is the most complexwritten language in the world today,
and the modern man sorely laments that Japanese ever became
burdened with the Chinese writing system. Yet, from the
aesthetic standpoint, the Chinese characters have been infinitely
enriching, and through the centuries they have provided an
intimate cultural bond between the Chinese and the Japanese
(Varley, 1973).
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The Chinese use the same written language; the different
spoken dialects, however, are mutually unintelligible. The three
major languages spoken by the Taiwanese population are
Mandarin, Min-nan, and Hakka.
Since Taiwan was ceded to Japan by China in 1894, and was
ended in 1945 (Chaffee, 1969) during those 50 years, only
Japanese-language newspapers were permitted, and all official
business had to be carried out in Japanese. Persons who were not
fluent in Japanese were denied for the positions of prestige or
importance. Language schools were established so that some
Taiwanese natives could be used to fill minor roles in Japanese
extensive bureaucratic system.
Althoughmany Taiwanese continued to speak Chinese in
their social and business activities, the exclusive use of Japanese
in elementary schools, banks, and government offices produced a
widespread knowledge of the language. It came to be used as an
auxiliary language among Min-nan speakers, Hakka speakers, and
the aborigines when they could not converse otherwise (Chaffee,
1969). By 1944, about 70% of the Taiwanese were literate in
Japanese language (Mendel, 1970).
Upon the return of Taiwan to China afterWorldWar II, the
Japanese language was replaced by Mandarin. Familiarity with
the Japanese language now is confined largely to senior people
who were educated under Japanese rule and businessmen and
specialists who use Japanese in their work (Chaffee, 1969).
For the second generation of those Japanese-educated
Taiwanese people, Japanese is easier than English to be
understood. Because they learn from their parents, they can
understand Japanese language even though they don't speak it
well.
Tourism in Taiwan
There was a marked declined in numbers of Japanese and
American tourists coming to Taiwan in 1979 (1988 Annual Report,
1989); because of the break in
Sino-American diplomatic
relations that were believed threatening the safety of traveling to
Taiwan, and the opening up ofMainland China to tourism. It can
be seen in Figure 2 and Table 1 that this situation ended in 1983.
By 1983 Japanese tourist numbers showed a steady rise, and the
American economy was taking an upturn and the strong US dollar
encouraged a large increase in American visitors to Taiwan.
Meanwhile, the Hong Kong tourist market, with the second largest
volume of tourism to Taiwan, was showing a decline due to
psychological factors connected with the British colony's irnminent
return to Mainland China in 1997 and the weakness of the HK
dollar. During this period, tourism from Southeast Asia was
affected by political instability and poor economic performance in
the region, with the result that in 1985 a drop of 4.3% occurred in
the numbers of visitors arriving in Taiwan. In addition to market
fluctuations of this kind, the sluggish growth in tourism to Taiwan
during this period was also due to Mainland China simplifying its
tourist entry procedures and launching an all-out publicity
campaign, while on Taiwan's side the visa application
procedures
remained cumbersome. There was a limited choice of flights;
10
FIGURE 2. Visitor arrivals to Taiwan for 1971-1990.
(unit: person!
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tourism facilities were outmoded and not enough effort was made
to publicize Taiwan's attractiveness as a tourist destination.
In 1986 the Tourism Bureau in Taiwan was awarded extra
funding to undertake an overall review aimed at boosting the
promotion of overseas publicity, improving the quality of its
services and designing new itineraries, all in consultation with the
local tourism industry. In addition, a combination of factors
including revaluation of the Japanese yen, terrorist acts in various
European countries and the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in the
Soviet Union caused Japanese, European and American tourists to
flock to the relatively safe region ofAsia for their travels, with
Taiwan also benefiting considerably from the situation. In
addition, a number of factors such as Taiwan's growing economic
prosperity, the introduction of greater internationalization and
liberalization, a healthy traffic in business travelers and the
increasing number of international conventions and exhibitions
taking place in Taiwan encouraged an optimistic outlook for the
tourism industry in the period between 1986 and 1988.
The number of international tourists broke the two million
mark in 1989. The rate of growth in inbound travel, however,
was not as high as in past years. Moreover, the number of visitor
arrivals in 1990 showed a decline of 3.5% compared to the
previous year (1990 Annual Report, 1991). As shown in Figure 3,
the increases and decreases in the revenue from tourism occurred
along with the growth changes of
international visitor arrivals to
Taiwan. The slow-down and decline in
visitors'
quantity were
mostly because of the rising price levels and the appreciation of
14




Source: 1990 Annual Report. (1991). Tourism Bureau in
Taiwan.
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New Taiwan dollar against the US dollar, which have made Taiwan
a high-cost destination. Figure 4 indicates that the New Taiwan
dollar has risen steeply and steadily over the past seven years,
climbing bymore than 40 percent against US dollar from 1985 to
1990 (Tseng, 1992). Meanwhile, according to the April 1992 issue
of "Business Traveler International" magazine shown in Table 2,
traveling cost per day in Taiwan was ranked eighth among the
major cities in the world.
Taiwan's Tourism Bureau divides Taiwan into four
geographical regions
-
northern region, central region, southern
region, and eastern region.
The major scenic spots in northern region include Peitou,
CKS Memorial Hall, Sun Yet-Sen Memorial Hall, Martyr's Temple,
Northeastern Coast, Northern Coast, Youngming Mountain, Wulai,
CKS Graveyard, Shihmen Dam, andWindow on China; in central
region include Hsitou, Sun Moon Lake, Ali Mountain, Pakua
Mountain, PearMountain, and Kukuan; in southern region include
Chengching Lake, Kenting National Park, Penghu, Tsengwen Dam,
Wushantou Dam, and Chunchiu Pavilion; in eastern region include
Suhwua Coast, Eastern Coast, Green Island, Orchid Island, Chihpen
Hot Spring, Tienshiang, and Taroko. The major Chinese culture
traveling attractions in northern region include National Palace
Hall, National HistoryMuseum, Confucius Temple, and Lungshan
Temple; in central region include Cultural Village of the Nine
aboriginal Tribes, Peikang Matsu Temple, and Lukang Folk Arts
Museum; in southern include Confucius Temple (Figure 5).
16
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TABLE 2.
Cost per Day Rankine of Major International Cities for
April 1992.
Rankings
$ Cost Jan 1 1986 from last








1 London 523 +191.3 2
2 Tokyo 511 +119.6 1
3 Stockholm 488 +145.3 3
4 NewYork 469 +177.3 5
5 Parte 461 +142.2 4
6 Madrid 424 +182.1 6
7 Seoul 385 +134.8 10
8 Taipei 380 +129.1 9
9 0k> 371 +75.4 8
10 Copenhagen 365 +133.2 7
10 Rome 365 +150.2 23
13 Vienna 360 +65.1 11
13 Geneva 359 +100.5 14
14 TelAvtv 357 +128.3 11
IS Hongkong 350 +106.2 13
IS Frankfurt 350 +106.2 15
17 Brussels 348 +148.0 17
IS Zurich 344 +103.6 18
19 Singapore 335 +114.7 19
20 Helsinki 333 +112.4 16
20 Caracas 333 +172.1 20
22 Chicago 325 +56.3 20
23 Luxembourg 320 +140.4 22
24 Benin 316 +182.1 24
25 Toronto 311 +93.6 29
26 Munich 307 +123.6 25
27 Amsterdam 306 +86.8 34
28 Abu Dhabi 298 +40.8 26
28 Damascus 298 N/A 27
30 Lisbon 296 +179.8 39









34 Buenos Aires 285 +72.5 29
35 Casablanca 280 +213.2 36
36 Athens 277 +100.4 35
37 Budapest 276 ?152.3 37
38 Kuwait 273 +36.4 33
39 Dublin 270 +121.5 SU
40 Beijing 265 +64.7 '37
41 Sydney 260 +104.9 39
41 Bahrain 260 +112.7 41
43 Jeddah 254 +34.3 43
43 Lagos 254 +40.9 44
45 Bangkok 253 +123.8 49
46 Houston 252 +47.6 44
46 Abidjan 252 +72.1 48
48 Mexico 250 +80.8 47
49 Auckland 247 +78.7 46
50 Glasgow 241 +90.8 41
50 Jakarta 241 +66.2 51
52 Montreal 231 +65.6 52
53 Doha 229 +38.7 53
54 Moscow 228 +112.7 54
55 Sao Paulo 219 +28.0 55
56 Prague 218 +38.6 66
57 Santiago 211 +62.8 56
58 Muscat 206 +3.6 57
59 Amman 200 +50.6 58
60 Manila 197 +60.6 60
61 Kingston 189 +19.7 61
61 Cairo 189 40.5 62
63 Rio 182 +21.7 63
64 Nairobi 180 +100.7 64
65 Belgrade 178 +34.5 58
66 Kuala Lumpur 176 +60.5 65
67 Warsaw 170 +71.7 68
68 Delhi 164 +82.6 66
69 Johannesburg 155 +113.5 69
70 Karachi 151 +47.2 70
71 Colombo 139 ?14.9 71
72 Lusaka 138 +32.7 71
73 Lima 135 +6.4 73
74 Tunis 120 +68.2 74
75 Bogota 115 ?259 75
Source: Business Traveler International. (1992, April).
Perry Publication Inc., New York. pp. 42.
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3 Coastal and Sea Recreation A/ea
VYuehmei Large scale Recreation Area
Source: 1989 Annual Report. (1990). Tourist Bureau in
Taiwan.
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Potential of Senior Japanese Tourists
Table 3 shows that, according to the "Demographic
Yearbook,"
in the period from 1971 to 1980, people 50-and-older
offered 23.31% of total Japanese population. From the period
1980-to-1989, 29.11% of the Japanese people were over 50 years
old. SinceWorldWar II the average life span of Japanese men
has risen from 50 to nearly 75 and that ofwomen from 54 to
80.5. Meanwhile, the birth rate has dipped to an average 1.8
children per family. When the trend peaks in 2020, there will be
more than 26 million Japanese 65-and-over, accounting for 19% of
the population compared with about 10% today. Even the 75-and-
over segment will be a sizable 12%.
By the year 2000, the value of Japan's so-called silver
markets will triple to some $1 trillion (Berger, 1987). Since 1974
a strengthened government pension system has given most
retirees a package of income and tax benefits that compares
favorably with those in theWest. Japan's Silver Generation, in
fact, is one of the most comfortable in the world. In 1986 the
average saving of Japanese 55 and over was nearly $93,000,
compared with the national average of $54,000. By the year
2000, says Dauwa Securities Co. Consultant Kenzo Masutani
(Berger, 1987),
one-third of all disposable household savings in
Japan will be in the hands of people 65 or older.
Most important to Taiwan's tourism industry, the Japanese
tourists have much higher traveling expenditures than tourists
from other countries (Figure 6), and the senior Japanese are
liberal spenders. "Most elderly no longer need to worry about
20
TABLE 3.























85 and over 498,405 1,006,066
Total 116,133,112 122,782,930
Source: Demographic Yearbook 1980. 1989. (1982,
1991). United Nation.
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Source: Report on Tourism Statistics. 1988. (1989).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan, pp. 31.
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mortgages or their children's education
expenses,"
say Fumie
Kumagai, a sociologist at International University of Japan (Berger,
1987). Meanwhile, since very few retirees depend on their
children for money anymore, they feel freer to spend as they
wish. The silver generation's share of Japan's $8.7 billion tourist
market is now about $ 835 million, or less than 10% of the total.
By 1995, the Japan Travel Bureau estimates nearly 15% of its




The methods used to collect data to support this case study
included: 1) collecting secondary sources from RIT library, 2)
interviewing with Japanese tourism market professionals, 3)
traveling to Taiwan to get data from the Tourism Bureau in
Taiwan, 4) working experience in Japanese owned Caesar Park
Hotel in Taiwan from October 1987 to May 1989, and 5)
constructing tables for data.
The ABI (Abstract Business Index) system was the source of
the data regarding the senior Japanese people's financial situation.
Other information such as Taiwan and Japan's history and culture
were also collected. Most of the data in this study was gathered
from the Tourism Bureau in Taiwan. Through some of its statistic
reports, historical data about Taiwan's tourism industry was
obtained. Personal interviews with Mr. Iwanami, Japanese
Airline's Kaohsiung branch manager, and travel agent Mr. Tsai
from Tong-nan Travel Agency in Taiwan directed the sources to
identify the needs and expectations of Japanese tourists.
Through personal experiences, in Caesar Park Hotel, a
Westin Hotel property, as which is owned by a Japanese company,
Aoki Construction Company, valuable information about Japanese
tourists and Japanese helped me complete this case study.
After reviewing the data that was collected from Tourism
Bureau in Taiwan, I took only the data needed for this study and




Analysis of Japanese Tourists
From 1981 to 1990, the senior Japanese were the largest age
group in the Japanese
tourists'
market. This group grew from
29.91% of total market in 1981 to 37.31% in 1990, and even
reached 38.06% in 1987, while the 30-to-39-year-old group
declined from 28.59% in 1981 to 17.97% in 1990 (Figure 7).
More than 50% of the Japanese tourists came to Taiwan
because they admired Chinese culture, beautiful scenery, Chinese
cuisine, and good weather. The other motivations that attract
Japanese tourist are hospitality & friendliness (43.0%), outdoor
activities (29.7%), indoor activities (27.6%), relatively lower
traveling expense (26.5%), reasonable
goods'
prices (25.0%), great
variety for shoppers (23.5%), and good social order (14.0%) (Figure
8).
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The pleasure visitors supply the majority of Japanese
tourists to Taiwan, although in recent years there has been
increase in business visitors. In 1985 visitors on the purpose of
pleasure accounted for 87% of all Japanese visitors to Taiwan, but
by 1988 this market declined to 77%. This proportional decline
was caused by a rapid rise in the number of business travelers
(Figure 9).
As shown in Figure 10, a big portion of senior Japanese
tourists visited Taiwan on pleasure, especially the
over-60-year-
old group. In 1986, 71.06% of over-60 years old Japanese visitors
went to Taiwan for sight-seeing, 70.40% in 1989, and 70.48% in
1990. Other
groups'
visiting purposes are listed in Appendix A.
The 1988 data is missing because Taiwan's Tourism Bureau didn't
do this survey that year.
Table 4 shows that the mode of transport and port of entry
used by Japanese visitor arrivals didn't have any major changes in
past five years. More than 99% of them traveled by air instead of
by sea to Taiwan. CKS International Airport is the port through
which more than 91% of Japanese tourists entry Taiwan each
year.
28















1985 1986 1987 1988
Year
H Business D Pleasure H Others
Source: Tourism Statistics 1956-1990. (1991). Tourism
Bureau in Taiwan.
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FIGURE 10. Senior Japanese tourist arrivals by age and
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Even though Taiwan is known for its "spring in all
seasons,"
the weather in summer is very hot and humid. This explains the
lower number of Japanese tourists who arrived in July and
August. On the other hand, March and November are the months
that the most Japanese tourists arrive, which represent the
beginning of Spring and the end of Fall in Taiwan (Figure 11).
Japanese tourists stay an average of four to five days in
Taiwan. Their length of stay has peaked (4.68 days) in 1987, but
after that, the length declined slightly but continuously and
achieved 4.56 days in 1990. This situation could be due to the
increased travelling cost in Taiwan and decreased attractiveness
of Taiwan (Figure 12).
Table 5 shows the cities visited by Japanese tourists. About
96.3% of Japanese tourists visited Taipei, and 37.3% visited
Taoyun. The other cities visited were Taichung 25.5%, Kaohsiung
21.1%, Hualien 14.6%, Hsinchu 7.6%, Chiaye 7.2%, and Tainan 5.2%.
A big portion of Japanese tourists didn't visit the cities located in
central, southern, and eastern regions of Taiwan. Attracting them





















































































































FIGURE 12. Average length of stay of Japanese tourist

















Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwain.
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The attractions and scenic spots in Taiwan visited by senior
Japanese were described:
(1) Northern Region
In 1990, the two most popular places for senior Japanese
visitors in Northern Taiwan are National Palace Museum
25.8% and CKS Memorial Hall 24.8% in age 50-59 group, and
both of them showed increased percentage in comparison
with the data in 1987. Following those two most popular
places, Lungshan temple and Martyr's Temple were ranked
third and forth after bearing decreased percentage since 1987
(Table 6).
(2) Central Region
After dramatically decreasing from 1987 (51.4% in 50-59
group and 54.6% in over-60 group) to 1990 (34.6% in 50-59
group and 29.1% in over-60 group), Sun Moon Lake was still
one of the most popular places in middle Taiwan that
interested senior Japanese tourists. On the other hand, the
popularity of Cultural Village of The Nine Aboriginal Tribes
grew nearly three times since 1987 (from 12.3% to 31.3% in
50-59 group, and from 11.0% to 33.1% in over-60 group).
Kukuan and PakuaMountain kept losing its attraction from
Japanese tourists and became the least attractive destination-






Attractions and Scenic Spots
Visited in Northern Taiwan for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)
\Age Year 50-59 60+
Place\
Peitou 1987 0.3 0.5
1989 3.2 2.1
1990 1.7 1.5
Wulai 1987 3.6 2.3
1989 6.9 7.3
1990 3.4 4.8
CKS 1987 18.3 20.3
Memorial 1989 19.6 20.6
Hall 1990 24.8 20.2
Sun Yet-Sen 1987 1.8 3.5
Memorial 1989 2.6 3.1
Hall 1990 1.3 0.9
Northeastern 1987 0.5 0.1
Coast 1989 0.3 0.6
1990 0.7 1.3
Northern 1987 2.4 1.8
Coast 1989 2.8 1.5
1990 6.6 6.9
Shihmen 1987 0.3 0.1
Dam 1989 0.5 0.8
1990 0.5 1.0
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.






Attractions and Scenic Spots
































































































Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.





Attractions and Scenic Spots
Visited in Central Taiwan for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)
\Age Year 50-59 60+
Place\
Hsitou 1987 4.3 2.1
1989 4.6 4.8
1990 3.5 6.3
Kukuan 1987 4.9 3.6
1989 0.3 -
1990 0.2 -
Sun Moon Lake 1987 51.4 54.6
1989 37.1 42.3
1990 34.6 29.1
PearMountain 1987 1.4 2.1
1989 1.0 -
1990 0.8 1.1
Ali 1987 12.3 18.0
Mountain 1989 20.4 20.2 |
1990 15.4 20.0
Pakua 1987 4.7 1.9
Mountain 1989 0.3 -
1990 1.2 -
Lukang 1987 1.9 1.5
Folk Arts 1989 2.3 1.9
Museum 1990 7.0 5.7
Peikang Matsu 1987 7.0 5.1
Temple 1989 2.3 2.9
1990 5.5 4.6 |
Cultural 1987 12.3 11.0
Village of the 1989 31.7 27.9 i
Nine 1990 31.3 33.1
Aboriginal
Tribes
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.
(1988, 1990, 1991). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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(3) Southern Region
Chengching Lake, Fukung Mountain, and Chunchiu Pavihon
are much more attractive to senior Japanese tourists than any
other places in southern part of Taiwan. Each of them attracted
more than 25% of senior tourists visiting in 1990. The
difference is in comparison with the data inl987, the quantity
of the senior Japanese visitors arrived to Fukung Mountain and
Chunchiu Pavilion grew fast from around 5.0% in 1987 to more
than 25% in 1990. Meanwhile, when the time moved from
1987 to 1990, two used-to-be-popular traveling spots, Renting
National Park and Confucius Temple, were losing their senior
Japanese
tourists'
market ( for the 50-59 group, Renting
National Park declined from 19.8% in 1987 to 4.35 in 1990, and
Confucius Temple 17.0% in 1987 to 4.8% in 1990). Confucius
Temple and Chunchiu Pavilion are located very close together;
when the famous Confucius Temple started its renovation in
1989, many tourists switched their visits to the near-by
Chunchiu Pavilion (Table 8).
(4) Eastern Region
The difference in popularity among Japanese
tourists'
attractions and scenic spots in eastern Taiwan is very
apparent, and this situation applied to senior groups, too.
Around 85% of the senior tourists who visited eastern Taiwan
went to Tienhsiang and Taroko. Eastern Coast was ranked
second but had less than 10% of those tourists visited (Table 9).
Information about attractions and scenic spots in four





Attractions and Scenic Spots
Visited in Southern Taiwan for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)
\Age Year 50-59 6CM-
Place\
Chengching 1987 48.0 48.8
Lake 1989 31.8 31.4
1990 30.0 28.1
Renting 1987 19.8 20.3
National 1989 4.1 4.5
Park 1990 4.3 11.7
Penghu 1987 0.9 0.6
1989 0.3 -
1990 - -
Fukung 1987 8.5 6.3
Mountain 1989 28.5 29.2
1990 29.9 28.1
Tsengwen 1987 0.4 0.2
Dam 1989 0.1 -
1990 - -
Wushantou 1987 1.0 0.6
Dam 1989 - 0.4
1990 0.4 0.4
Chunchiu 1987 4.4 2.3
Pavilion 1989 29.3 27.3
1990 30.6 25.4
Confucius 1987 17.0 20.9
Temple 1989 5.9 7.2
1990 4.8 6.3
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.





Attractions and Scenic Spots in
Eastern Taiwan for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit:%)
\Age Year 50-59 60+
Place\
Tienshiang & 1987 87.5 88.0
Taroko 1989 91.6 86.5
1990 84.6 84.6
Chihpen 1987 1.2 0.5
Hot 1989 2.6 -
Spring 1990 0.3 2.6
Orchid 1987 1.2 0.5
Island 1989 - -
1990 0.7 -
Green 1987 0.5 0.5
Island 1989 0.2 -
1990 - -
Suhwua 1987 0.5 -
Coast 1989 0.7 4.3
1990 5.4 3.4
Eastern 1987 5.4 1.3
Coast 1989 4.9 9.2
1990 9.1 9.4
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.
(1988, 1990, 1991). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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According to Figure 13, Japanese tourists 50-59 years of age
spent more than other age groups did, about US$ 249.65 per day
in 1987, US$ 285.11 in 1988, US$ 307.19 in 1989, and US$ 196.35
in 1990. Besides in 1989 when the 60-year-and-over group was
ranked second, 40-49 years group always took second place and
the over-60-year-old group took third.
Looking at the breakdown of senior Japanese
tourists'
daily
expenditures, they spent the biggest portion of theirmoney on
shopping and over-60 group spent the most. The 60-and-older
group spent 47.71% of their money on shopping in 1987, 60.97%
in 1988, 46.83% in 1989, and 53.41% in 1990, while the 50-60
years old group spent 42.41% in 1988, 42.07% in 1989, and
47.99% in 1990. For the senior Japanese, hotel expenses were
their second largest portion of their daily expenditure, except in
1988. In the year 1988, the 60-and-older tourists spent more on
recreational activities than on hotel expenses (Figure 14, 15).
Breakdown of younger-than-50 Japanese
tourists'
daily










20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+
Age
1987 ? 1988 B 1989 1990
Source: Tourism Statistic 1956-1990. (1991). Tourism
Bureau in Taiwan
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FIGURE 14. Breakdown of 50-59 years old Japanese
tourists'


















Source: Report on Tourism Statistics. 1987-1990.
(1988-
1991). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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FIGURE 15. Breakdown of 60 year and older Japanese
tourists'































Source: Report on Tourism Statistics. 1987-1990. (1988-
1991). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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When it comes to the difference among goods purchased by
different aged groups, Table 10 shows that different aged people
somehow do have different favor, even though they are all from
Japan. Senior Japanese people showed very high interest in food
products, alcoholic beverage, and tea art appliances. Almost half
of the senior people bought these three kinds of goods. Among
these three items, food products were the most popular in every
age group. The other two items seem to be interesting while
comparing the relationship with age. That is, the older the
Japanese tourists are, the more popular the tea art appliances and
liquor are to them.
As for the opinion about
goods'
price in Taiwan, there is not
much different among different Japanese tourist's age groups.
Nearly 50% of Japanese tourists think the price of goods in Taiwan
is average (Table 11).
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TABLE 10.




-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-
Watches 13.8 7.1 7.8 9.5 8.6 10.3
Electric
Appliances
6.9 4.4 4.1 4.3 2.8 1.8
Clothes 29.9 27.3 16.3 13.5 13.7 11.5
Food
products
49.4 44.8 30.7 38.7 49.0 66.5
Books 23.0 17.5 9.4 5.9 5.5 4.0
Paintings 13.8 7.4 7.1 6.8 10.7 15.1
Tea Art
Appliances
19.5 22.1 21.1 26.0 35.3 48.3
Toys 10.3 9.6 8.6 8.5 8.2 16.0
Furnitures 0.0 1.2 0.9 2.2 3.4 6.0
Handicrafts 37.9 25.4 18.1 19.4 22.9 35.3
Chinas 1.1 2.9 4.0 5.4 6.0 12.2
Jade, Agate 12.6 9.9 8.5 11.4 22.4 30.5
Coral 2.3 4.6 5.3 7.0 12.2 13.8
Liquor 9.2 15.3 21.8 33.5 47.1 50.9
Others 12.1 12.4 11.4 15.9 23.6 27.5
Source: Report on Tourism Statistics. 1988. (1989).













19- 4.5% 27.3% 40.9% 20.5% 6.8%
20-29 1.6% 17.8% 42.5% 31.0% 7.1%
30-39 2.9% 19.9% 46.9% 25.7% 4.6%
40-49 3.0% 22.3% 48.8% 23.0% 2.8%
50-59 2.9% 28.3% 45.0% 22.1% 1.7%
60- 0.1% 28.6% 45.2% 23.5% 2.7%
Resource: Report on Tourism Statistics. 1987. (1988).
Tourism Burearu in Taiwan.
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Concerns of Senior Japanese Tourists
Information collected by interview with Mr. Iwanami, the
manager of Japanese Airline's Kaohsiung branch office in January
1992, led to the understanding that when the senior Japanese
choose their travel destination, they tended to pick the one that
has:
1. Mild Weather
Japanese is such a health-concerned native. The
senior tourists know that their ability in adjusting themselves
to the climate is not as good as when they were young. Cold
weather and significant temperature change between daytime
and night could be difficult for them.
2. Convenient Transportation
It's not common for senior Japanese tourists to drive
themselves especially when they are in foreign countries. A
inconvenient transportation system makes it almost impossible
for senior people to pick as a travel destination.
3. Acceptable food
Senior people are usually more conservative in
choice of
food than younger people. While traveling in foreign countries,
if the senior Japanese can still enjoy the food, it's going to be a
great positive point for those countries to be chosen as
destinations.
4. Hospitality
For senior Japanese tourists, a quiet, comfortable room is
better than the one with fancy decoration. Warm hospitality
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provided by hotel employees is very much preferred,
especially when they don't need to be able to speak foreign
language in order to communicate.
5. Unique scenic attraction, cultural and historical heritage
Unlike the young men, senior Japanese are less
interested in night life. They prefer going into the arms of
nature and enjoying cultural and historical attractions.
Typical Complaints from Senior Japanese Tourists during
Their Stays in Taiwan
According to my personal experiences and interview with
travel agent Mr. Tsai in January 1992, 1 found out thatmost
complaints from senior Japanese tourists happen in hotels where
the printed materials and services provided received complaints
the most often. Although most of hotel employees in Taiwan are
trilingual (they speak Chinese, English and Japanese), most of
printing materials in hotels are only in Chinese and English.
Younger Japanese guests are more willing to ask for help and
often receive satisfactory answers from Japanese-speaking
employees, but senior Japanese are usually conservative and too
proud to ask for help.
Senior Japanese tourists think toothbrush being provided in
every hotel room as natural, because it is like that in Japan's
hotels. But Taiwan's hotels, especially those five-star-class ones,
are operated in Western style. That means, hotel guests are
supposed to bring their own toothbrushes. This complaint rarely
comes from package tour travelers, since they were advised by
their tour guides in advance.
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Except for Japan, Taiwan is probably the nation that has the
largest number of typical Japanese restaurants. Senior Japanese
tourists never need to worry about finding the food they are most
familiar with. But Japanese food is generally considered very
expensive in Taiwan. Sometimes the price really surprises senior
Japanese tourists. Another major complaint about Taiwan's
restaurants is, many restaurants, especially those small ones, only
accept New Taiwan dollar and not foreign currency, which is
extremely inconvenient to foreign tourists.
Many senior Japanese people are golf lovers. Since playing
golf is extremely expensive in Japan, they turn to neighboring
Taiwan where the cost is relatively lower and the golf courses are
open year round. Unfortunately, most of the golf courses in
Taiwan don't open to non-members. Therefore, unless Japanese
golf lovers apply for membership in advance, they are usually
rejected.











Hotels do not serve Japanese-style breakfast.
Service
*
Hotels do not provide Japanese newspapers and
magazines.
*
Currency exchange rate in hotels is different from the
official rate.
*
Hotels do not provide massage service.
*
Hotels do not provide toothbrush which is considered
one of the basic provides in guest rooms in Japan's
hotels.
*




Hotels do not have Japanese signs, hotel postcards,
check-in form, and Japanese menu except for in-house
Japanese restaurants.
*
Hotels do not provide Japanese instructions of using
equipments in the guest rooms such as cable TVs,









Hotel do not offer local destination information in
Japanese language, which includes information concerning
public transportions, street maps, and attractions.
Room Temperature
* Hotels'
central air condition systems set at the degree
which is too cold for senior people.
Recreational Activities
*




Price tags are not attached to the goods in some retail
shops.
*
Some salespersons are pushy and dishonest.
*
Price level is higher than other asian countries.
*
Goods discriptions are not available in Japanese language.
*
Some shops don't accept credit cards as well as traveler's
checks.
Dining out of Hotel
*
Some restaurants do not take credit card or traveler's
checks.









Dining in Japanese restaurants are usually very
expensive.




Feeling of Satisfaction about Taiwan
after Their Visits
Chinese cuisine, hospitality and friendliness satisfied
Japanese tourists the most, according to Table 13. More than 98%
of them felt satisfied or at least fair. The rest were ranked by
order: Chinese culture, 51% felt satisfied, scenic beauty 45.3%,
good weather 41.05%, indoor recreation 38.9%, variety for
shoppers 35.3%, outdoor recreation 31.9%. The least two
satisfactory elements were relatively lower traveling expenses
and reasonable prices of goods.
Competition from Neighboring Countries
The traveling areas other than Taiwan in Asia the Japanese
tourists have been to and felt satisfied with had been listed in
Figure 16, according to the order of preference, are Singapore
(25.9%), South Korea (23.4%), Thailand (18.8%), Mainland China
(15.8%), Hong Kong (14.7%), Malaysia (0.8%), and Philippines
(0.6%).
The competitive strength of Japanese
tourists'
favorite area
over Taiwan in different aspects:
1. Scenic Attraction: Mainland China, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Philippines are considered better than Taiwan. South Korea,
Singapore, and Hong Kong are evaluated about the same as
Taiwan (Table 14).
2. Historical and Cultural Heritage: Mainland China and .
Thailand are considered better. Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia, South Korea, and Philipines are about the same or
a little bit worse (Table 15).
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TABLE 13.
The Satisfaction Degree of Japanese Tourist Arrivals in
Taiwan for 1990.
(Unit: %)
































Source: International Tourist Survey.
1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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FIGURE 16. Favorite Asia Country other than Taiwan of















Source: International Tourists Survey. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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TABLE 14.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 41.1 49.3 9.2 0.3 0.0
Hong Kong 0.4 14.2 60.5 23.6 1.3
Singapore 0.2 13.0 64.0 19.4 3.4
Malaysia 6.7 68.8 23.8 0.8 0.0
Thailand 13.2 70.5 15.1 1.3 0.0
Philipines 11.1 63.9 23.6 1.4 0.0
South Korea 1.0 19.2 69.2 10.5 0.0
TABLE 15.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area











Mainland China 3.4 33.7 60.8 2.1 0.0
Hong Kong 0.1 5.9 72.6 21.0 0.3
Singapore 0.2 4.7 63.6 31.5 0.0
Malaysia 0.0 6.3 70.0 23.8 0.0
Thailand 0.6 28.1 51.3 19.8 0.2
Philipines 0.0 1.4 54.2 43.1 1.4 !
South Korea 0.0 2.4 61.2 36.4 0.0
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991),
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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3. Recreational Facilities: Hong Kong and Singapore are better.
Malaysia, Thailand and South Korea are about the same.
Mainland China and Philipines are worse (Table 16).
4. Foods: Japanese tourists felt more satisfied with the foods in
Mainland China and Hong Kong than the foods in Taiwan.
Foods in Thailand are evaluated about same as foods in
Taiwan. Foods in Singapore, Malaysia, Philipines, and South
Korea are a little worse than Taiwan (Table 17).
5. Friendship Courtesy and Hospitality of The People: Thailand
people showed better friendship and hospitality to Japanese
tourists than Taiwanese people did. Malaysia, Singapore and
Mainland China are about the same as Taiwan in this
catagory. Hong Kong and South Korea performworse than
Taiwan (Table 18).
6. Travelling Expenses: Mainland China, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, and South Korea,
that is, all the neighboring areas listed had relatively lower
traveling expenses than Taiwan (Table19).
7. Service by Tourist Guides: Singapore and Thailand were
ranked better than Taiwan. South Korea, Hong Kong, Malaysia
are about the same as Taiwan. Mainland China and Philipines
are a little worse ( Table 20).
8. Service Rendered by Retail Shops: In Japanese
tourists'
eyes, retail shops in Hong Kong and Singapore provided
better service than Taiwan's did. Thailand is about the
same. Mainland China, Malaysia Philipines, and South Korea
are worse (Table 21).
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TABLE 18.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area
versus Taiwan in Friendship Courtesy and Hospitality of










Mainland China 0.0 20.6 47.4 31.6 0.3
Hong Kong 1.2 4.0 67.0 27.0 0.8
Singapore 1.2 14.4 58.5 25.7 0.2
Malaysia 0.0 12.5 69.6 17.5 0.4
Thailand 0.8 21.4 63.7 14.0
L
0.0
Philipines 0.0 4.2 79.2 16.7 0.0
South Korea 0.3 3.8 56.6 39.2 0.0
TABLE 19.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 38.0 50.0 11.0 1.0 0.0
Hong Kong 30.4 48.2 18.6 2.7 0.1
Singapore 18.8 56.1 21.1 4.1 0.0
Malaysia 44.6 52.5 2.5 0.0 0.4
Thailand 36.7 59.4 3.0 0.8 0.0
Philipines 33.3 62.5 4.2 0.0 0.0
South Korea 15.7 64.0 19.6 0.7 0.0
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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TABLE 20.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 0.0 5.5 62.3 31.8 0.3
Hong Kong 0.8 2.7 72.6 3.9 0.0
Singapore 1.0 41.0 56.8 1.2 0.0
Malaysia 0.4 10.8 74.6 14.2 0.0
Thailand 0.2 25.7 62.6 11.5 0.0
Philipines 0.0 1.4 69.4 29.2 0.0
South Korea 0.0 8.7 82.2 9.1 0.0
TABLE 21.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
]Favorite Area











Mainland China 0.3 16.8 36.3 37.3 9.2
Hong Kong 9.7 54.0 27.3 8.8 0.3
Singapore 3.4 41.6 47.7 7.1 0.2
Malaysia 0.0 17.1 39.2 41.3 2.5
Thailand 0.4 22.3 51.8 25.3 0.2 }
Philipines 0.0 5.6 52.8 40.3 1.4
South Korea 0.3 8.0 49.7 41.3 0.7
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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9. VisaApplication: All the countries listed are considered
providing more convenience in visa application procedure
than Taiwan does (Table 22).
10. Customs Clearance: Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, and
Thailand work better in customs clearance than Taiwan.
Mainland China and South Korea are ranked about the same.
philipines are a little worse (Table 23).
11. Travelling Safety: Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, and South Korea are believed better. Philipines are
about the same. Mainland China is worse (Table 24).
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TABLE 22.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 0.3 22.7 68.0 8.9 0.0
Hong Kong 12.4 40.0 44.9 2.6 0.1
Singapore 24.7 33.2 41.5 0.7 0.0
Malaysia 16.3 42.9 37.9 2.9 0.0
Thailand 14.2 45.2 36.9 3.4 0.2
Philipines 8.3 29.2 61.1 1.4 0.0 !
South Korea 25.2 21.7 51.7 1.4 0.0
TABLE 23.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 0.0 19.9 56.4 22.3 1.4
Hong Kong 3.0 18.5 71.2 7.2 0.1
Singapore 4.7 44.7 49.4 1.2 0.0
Malaysia 1.3 31.3 60.4 7.1 0.0 [
Thailand 1.3 38.9 50.7 8.9 0.2 j
Philipines 0.0 8.3 68.1 23.6 0.0
South Korea 0.0 16.8 68.2 15.0 0.0
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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TABLE 24.
The Comparison of Japanese
Tourists'
Favorite Area










Mainland China 0.0 7.2 63.0 28.4 1.4
Hong Kong 7.7 56.1 28.1 8.0 0.0
Singapore 4.6 49.6 45.2 0.7 0.0
Malaysia 0.8 42.1 43.8 13.3 0.0
Thailand 2.1 39.3 42.9 15.7 0.0
Philipines 1.4 20.8 40.3 37.5 0.0
South Korea 2.1 28.7 66.4 2.8 0.0
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1990. (1991).





Total visitor arrivals to Taiwan rose from 539,755 in 1971
to 1,934,084 in 1990. In the period between 1981 and 1990,
there were two declines occurred in 1985 and 1990, which
brought the same drop in the revenue from tourism. Actually,
Revenue from Tourism in Taiwan experienced a significant drop in
1990, which is from US$ 2,698,000,000 in 1989 to US$
1,740,000,000. This is mostly because of the high appreciation of
Taiwan currency, which made the traveling cost in Taipei ranked
eighth in the world.
Because of the historical, cultural and geographical
relationships between Taiwan and Japan, Japanese tourists made
up the largest group of total visitor arrivals in Taiwan since 1967
(Tourism Statistics 1956-1990, 1991). Most of them were
attracted by Taiwan's culture, scenery, cuisine, and good weather.
Their travel expenditures were much higher than tourists from
other countries. According to Japanese
tourists'
evaluation,
Taiwan's tourism industry performs okay in historical and cultural
heritage, foods, friendship courtesy, tourist guides and retail
shops'
service, weak in scenic attraction, recreational facilities,
traveling safety, customs clearance, and poor in visa application
convenience as well as traveling expense.
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Senior age group is the fastest growing population in Japan.
Along with their great wealth thismakes them the highest
potential tourism market. Around 70% of senior Japanese tourists
visited Taiwan on pleasure and have higher expenditures than the
younger group. About 50% of their daily expenditure is for
shopping, while a big portion of them purchase food products,
liquor, and tea art appliances. The traveling spots which are
popular to senior Japanese tourists include CKS Memorial Hall,
National Palace Museum, Sun Moon Lake, Ali Mountain, Cultural
Village of the Nine Aboriginal Tribes, Chengching Lake, Fukung
Mountain, Chunchiu Pavilion, Tienshiang, and Taroko.
Taiwan is believed under the threat ofMainland China's
communist; because of this special political position, the limited




- inconvenient visa application procedure,
won't be improved in a short term. In addition, the raising prices
and appreciating currencymake Taiwan a high-cost travelling
destination. It is very less possible to expect large growth in
tourist's market. In order to keep up the revenue from tourism,
Taiwan must at least maintain this high-profit senior Japanese
tourists'
market. It takes much hard work especially in competing
for tourists with neighboring countries such as Singapore, South
Korea, Thailand, Mainland China and Hong Kong.
Recommendations
Faced with the approaching age of high-cost travel and the
threat of a steady erosion of traditional market, Taiwan's tourism
industry needs to cope with this fundamental switch in the form
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of competition by creating new travel products that offer value
for money, redefining target markets to address the varying
preferences and travel modes of different age groups, and
formulating newmarketing and promotion strategies.
To promote the senior Japanese
tourists'
market, the
following recommendations would be suggested to Taiwan's
tourism industry:
1. Formation of a task force to carry out an "Senior Japanese
Market Promotion
Project,"
which aims at intensive
promotion and publicity.
2. Organization of senior Japanese tourism events such as
senior golf contest, Kan-ji(Chinese written characters) study,
Tai Chi Chuan(Chinese shadow boxing, said to be able to cure
diseases and to transform one's disposition) study.
3. Cooperation with hotels, travel agencies, and airlines in
organizing senior discount promotion.
4. Cooperation with Japan's banks in offering senior
customers discounted trips to Taiwan.
5. Placement of advertisements in various travel media of
senior Japanese.
6. Increasing and improvement of Japanese printed
materials.
7. Planning and development of new scenic attractions.
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1986 2.31 42.31 22.82 0.20 0.71 5.29 26.46
1987 2.28 39.60 26.75 0.11 6.40 3.99 26.62
1989 3.22 36.28 28.83 0.10 0.70 4.77 26.09
1990 3.12 33.78 30.15 0.09 0.78 5.16 26.92
10-
19
1986 1.54 57.71 13.06 0.11 6.02 6.52 15.06
1987 1.88 58.41 14.67 0.43 5.35 5.13 14.15
1989 1.69 57.11 15.30 0.12 5.98 5.21 14.60







12.39 57.71 7.57 0.29 4.20 6.70 11.72
14.72 57.27 3.50 0.43 5.35 5.13 14.15
15.35 55.58 7.75 0.28 4.45 5.06 11.51
14.85 52.53 8.29 0.28 5.41 6.15 12.50
30-
39
1986 22.71 54.78 6.25 0.53 0.56 2.66 12.58
1987 26.26 51.31 7.26 0.76 0.54 1.74 12.13
1989 27.76 48.55 7.33 0.66 0.64 2.07 13.00
1990 58.11 47.65 7.23 0.65 0.76 2.32 13.70




Japanese Visitor Arrivals by Age and
for 1986-1990.
(Continued)














1986 23.42 57.28 4.52 0.73 0.27 1.83 11.95
1987 26.95 53.51 7.26 0.76 0.54 1.74 12.13
1989 26.69 52.00 5.83 0.73 0.27 1.07 13.40
1990 27.15 51.25 5.89 0.74 0.30 1.12 14.22
50-
59
1986 16.60 64.41 3.86 0.79 0.21 2.06 12.07
1987 18.85 61.69 4.54 1.25 0.20 1.23 12.23
1989 19.22 59.34 4.78 0.85 0.21 1.18 14.42
1990 20.40 58.46 4.81 0.85 0.25 1.01 14.22
60-
1986 8.33 71.06 4.29 0.77 0.18 2.79 12.59
1987 8.91 70.74 4.68 1.39 0.12 1.82 12.34
1989 8.61 70.40 4.39 0.70 0.14 1.79 13.98
1990 9.02 70.48 4.38 0.69 0.14 1.43 13.84






ATTRACTIONS AND SCENIC SPOTS
VISITED IN TAIWAN




Attractions and Scenic Spots Visited



















































































































































Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989,
1990.






Attractions and Scenic Spots Visited




\Age Year -19 20-29 30-39- 40-49 50-59 60-
Place\
Norht- 1987 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.0 0.5 0.1
eastern 1989 - 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.6
Coast 1990 1.2 1.7 1.6 0.9 0.7 1.3
Shihmen 1987 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1
Dam 1989 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.8
1990 0.8 1.5 1.2 1.1 0.5 1.0
Young- 1987 3.4 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.8
ming 1989 7.6 4.0 4.4 3.6 2.7 3.7
Mountain 1990 4.4 4.2 3.9 3.5 3.6 4.9
Wulai 1987 4.0 2.8 2.8 3.9 3.6 2.3
1989 10.6 8.4 6.9 5.1 6.9 7.3
1990 2.8 4.6 3.7 2.8 3.4 4.8
National 1987 8.1 6.0 4.1 3.5 2.3 2.2
History 1989 1.6 1.4 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.4
Museum 1990 4.4 5.5 4.3 5.5 34 4.6
CKS 1987 6.0 5.5 4.5 3.2 2.4 1.2
Graveyard 1989 1.6 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.9
1990 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3
Window 1987 6.0 7.1 5.4 4.2 3.6 2.8
on China 1989 3.8 2.9 3.8 2.9 1.8 3.7
1990 4.0 5.1 4.8 3.4 2.2 5.2
Northern 1987 2.0 3.3 3.2 2.7 2.4 1.8
Coast 1989 4.3 4.1 3.4 3.2 2.8 1.5 j
1990 5.6 8.1 8.0 6.6 6.6 6.9
Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.




Attractions and Scenic Spot Visited in
Central Taiwan bv Age Group for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)































































































































































































Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.
(1988, 1990, 1991).




Attractions and Scenic Spots Visited in
Southern Taiwan bv Age Group for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)





































































































































































Survey. 1987. 1989, 1990.





Attractions and Scenic Spots in Eastern
Taiwan bv Age Group for 1987. 1989 and 1990.
(Unit: %)
Place














































































































Source: International Tourist Survey. 1987. 1989. 1990.











Age Group for 1987.
(Unit: USS>)
\ Age -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-
Items \
Hotel Expenses 8.06 24.22 48.97 61.67 57.53 38.43
15.26% 26.96% 30.11% 27.97% 23.04% 21.36%
Meals outside H( tell.33 19.29 33.49 42.39 39.24 27.99
21.44% 21.48% 20.59% 19.23% 15.72% 15.55%
Transportation 5.07 10.16 12.56 15.46 16.00 13.36
9.59% 11,32% 7.72% 7.01% 6.41% 7.42%
Reacreational 5.25 9.80 21.94 31.78 26.03 12.07
Expenses 9.94% 10.91% 13.49% 14.41% 10.43% 6.71%
Shopping 22.61 23.59 41.57 64.25 105.87 85.85
42.79% 26.26% 25.55% 29.14% 42.41% 47.71%
Miscellaneous 0.52 2.74 4.16 4.96 4.98 2.25
0.98% 3.05% 2.56% 2.25% 2.00% 1.25%
Total 52.84 80.98 162.69 220.51 249.65 179.95
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Source: International Tourist Servev. 1987. (1988).





Age Group for 1988.
(Unit: US3>)
\ Age -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-
Items \
Hotel Expenses 14.81 29.78 69.27 68.47 47.92 27.82
8.80% 23.12% 24.49% 24.49% 16.81% 10.45%
Meals outside H( tel0.82 14.11 27.08 36.57 32.34 23.90
6.43% 10.95% 12.86% 13.08% 11.34% 8.98%
Transportation 7.76 7.80 12.38 13.82 11.10 7.71
4.61% 6.06% 6.09% 4.94% 3.89% 2.90%
Reacreational 83.47 27.10 33.29 53.02 43.30 32.30
Expenses 49.59% 21.04% 15.81% 18.97% 15.19% 12.14%
Shopping 49.01 45.01 60.27 95.82 136.58 161.78
29.12% 34.94% 28.63% 34.28% 47.90% 60.79%
Miscellaneous 2.45 5.01 8.25 11.83 13.87 12.60
1.46% 3.89% 3.92% 4.23% 4.86% 4.73%
Total 168.32 128.81 210.54 279.53 285.11 266.11
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Source: International Tourist Servev. 1988. (1989).





Age Group for 1989.
(Unit: US$)
\ Age -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-
Items \
Hotel Expenses 24.39 36.74 66.86 94.09 94.75 76.29
24.04% 21.33% 32.15% 38.25% 30.84% 29.31%
Meals outside He tel9.34 20.08 22.50 27.78 34.41 27.64
9.21% 11.60% 10.82% 11.29% 11.20% 10.62%
Transportation 7.74 15.02 18.17 22.19 25.52 24.51
7.63% 8.68% 8.74% 9.02% 8.31% 9.42%
Reacreational 4.12 13.03 16.24 17.39 19.96 7.59
Expenses 4.06% 7.53% 7.81% 7.07% 6.5% 2.92%
Shopping 54.74 85.97 80.08 81.82 129.23 121.86
53.96% 49.68% 38.51% 33.26% 42.07% 46.83%
Miscellaneous 1.12 2.21 4.10 2.74 3.32 2.35
1.10% 1.28% 1.97% 1.12% 1.08% 0.90%
Total 101.45 173.05 207.95 246.01 307.19 260.24
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Source: International Tourist Servev. 1989. (1990).





Age Group for 1990.
(Unit: US3>)
\ Age -19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-
Items \
Hotel Expenses 28.68 43.70 52.23 50.91 53.86 37.02
19.39% 23.23% 32.70% 26.92% 27.43% 21.17%
Meals out of 19.87 13.46 12.52 14.00 14.63 14.53
Hotel 13.43% 7.16% 7.84% 7.40% 7.45% 8.31%
Transportation 16.16 11.79 9.65 12.18 11.93 13.46
10.92% 6.27% 6.24% 6.44% 6.08% 7.70%
Reacreational 3.75 10.52 12.89 14.89 16.68 10.64
Expenses 2.53% 5.59% 6.94% 7.87% 8.50% 6.08%
Shopping 67.68 103.11 68.52 91.53 94.22 93.41
45.75% 54.81% 42.89% 48.40% 47.99% 53.41%
Miscellaneous 11.81 5.53 3.93 5.61 5.03 5.82
7.98% 2.94% 2.46% 2.97% 2.56% 3.33%
Total 147.94 188.12 159.74 189.12 196.35 174.88
1005 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Source: International Tourist Servev. 1990. (1991).
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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